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It’s May, it’s sunny, it’s officially Summer time!
Holidays are coming soon and that means throwing
BBQ’s and Garden parties. 

Don’t let yourself down! Make your garden the envy of
all your neighbours, family and friends with Expert
Hardware’s DIY Tips.

At Expert Hardware, we have over 45 stores
Nationwide. In each of our stores we are specialists in
gardening, DIY, decking, painting, hardware... you
name it!

Each of our store members are experts in their field
and we have put together their top tips to share with
you Summer fiends.

Be in with the chance to WIN a great DIY product from
Expert Hardware.
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Introduction



If you haven't really touched your patch of garden all
Winter, you might not know where to start to get your
garden ready for the Summer. 

Is your lawn hidden under weeds and long grass, with
no bright colours of Summer florals breaking through
the mossy brown garden, besides the yellow of the
weedy dandelions.
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Summer Gardening

Here’s the steps for getting started

Weeding - Find Fast Action Roundup Weedkiller in
your local Expert Hardware. Fast Action Roundup is
an effective ready mixed weed killer that works in 48
hours from application. 

Mowing the lawn - Visit your local Expert Hardware
for lawnmowers and mowing accessories
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Summer Gardening
Trimming hedges - Use an electric hedge trimmer or
manual hedge clippers depending on height and
depth. 

Planting flowers, vegetables and plants - Summer
bedding needs good, fertile soil to develop quickly,
and flower well.  All types enjoy sunshine, but there
are a few, such as bedding busy lizzie and bedding
begonia, that tolerate light shade.

Watch for pests - Ants will travel in a wide range
searching for food. Track down where they are
coming in and seal off the entry point. Clear up any
sticky residues on worktops as ants love sweet
things. If they get into the home use either ant
powder, ant gel, ant spray or an ant bait station
which are available from your local Expert Hardware
store.  



Make sure your mower
blades are sharp. If
they're not, they won't
make a clean cut and
will rip and tear the
grass.
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Summer Gardening
Tips for Mowing the lawn

Try to avoid scalping
your grass too low .

When grass is severely cut back the growth of the
roots almost comes to a complete stop until the
leaves can recover. - When the grass is mown at its
correct height, the roots can keep growing and the
grass thrives.
Determine mow times by height of the grass
Try not to cut grass when it's wet.
If you need to mow on a slope, do it on diagonally.



Cut the sides of the hedge vertically
Walk forwards as you work, cutting along the
length of the hedge. 
When cutting the top of the hedge the cutter bar
should be held horizontally at a slight angle.
Talk to the experts in your local Expert Hardware
for more great tips.
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Summer Gardening
Tips for Trimming Hedges

Image source: pixshark.com



If you have wooden decking in your garden, you will
need to give it a spruce up after this years wet, cold
and windy Winter. 

Bad weather damages the wood which will need to be
restored each year after tough weather. Now is the
perfect time to get a fresh wood look.

At Expert Hardware, we stock dozens of decking
products in your local store. One of our favourites is
Rustins Textured Decking Oil.
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Get BBQ Ready Decking

“Oily woods such as Iroko and Teak
will require washing down with
white spirit to remove natural wood
oils, as natural wood oils prevent
absorption of Rustins Textured
Decking Oil into timber, causing loss
of adhesion."

Rustins Textured Decking Oil Prep

Clean the bare wood of your decking and make
sure it is smooth, dry and free of dust and
contaminants.

http://www.rustins.eu/Details.asp?ProductID=927


Rustins Decking Cleaner can be used to clean the
surface.
Apply 3 coats to get the perfect results for your
wood.
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Get BBQ Ready Decking

Once your decking is covered in Rustins Textured
Decking Oil, get your garden furniture in tip top
condition with Rustins UPVC Cleaner!

Rustins UPVC Cleaner

“For best results do not work in direct sunlight or hot
surfaces as it will cause UPVC Cleaner to dry quickly

and prevent effective cleaning and buffing.”

This UPVC Cleaner cleans
and restores all types of
white UPVC that are
weather stained, dirty
and dull such as UPVC
doors, windows, fascias,
cladding and plastic
garden furniture

http://www.rustins.eu/Details.asp?ProductID=848


The best thing is to give yourself time to plan and
research the work before you pick up a hammer.
Depending on the size and scale of the job.
Draw up a plan of the project, including all the
tools you’ll need. Make sure you've everything at
hand before you begin. Not only will you save time
by not going off to look for a tool every few
minutes, you’ll also make the job safer by reducing
the amount of movement you’ve to do around the
work area.
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Expert DIY Tips
Whether you’re building a new extension or just
putting up a few shelves, it pays to be prepared when
tackling jobs around the home by yourself. 

“Make a budget: decide where you’ll get the materials
you will need for the project and think about whether

you could save money by buying in bulk with a friend.”

While you’re saving some money on the cost of hiring
a handyman, these savings could be undone if you’re
not careful – Hammering a nail through a pipe or
taking the plaster off the wall can be expensive and
time consuming to fix



Painting, remodeling and other DIY projects
may require moving furniture, laying down
sheeting, removing light switches and curtains.
Generally de-cluttering the space. Insure this has
all been done ahead of time.
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Expert DIY Tips

Talk to the experts in your local Expert
Hardware for more great DIY advice.
Helping you get the job done right!

“Always make safety your top consideration and don’t
tackle something you’re unsure of! Remember,

anything involving gas, electricity or plumbing should
always be left to the professionals.”

Get a feel for whether you’ll be able to do the
job yourself or not. If you don’t have a lot of
experience with DIY, it may be best to get a friend
who does to help you with it – You’ll get the job
done faster and might learn some valuable skills
at the same time!
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Competition!
We stock Rustins products in each of our member
Expert Hardware stores, including our new store on
RTE’s Fair City. 

What is the Expert
Hardware store
name in Fair City?

WIN a Rustins Textured
Decking Oil

Just answer this question...

Visit experthardware.wordpress.com/win-rustins
for your chance to win Rustins Textured Decking Oil.

https://experthardware.wordpress.com/win-rustins/
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If you need any advice email
advice@experthardware.ie, or pop into your local
Expert Hardware. 

Stay tuned for lots more Expert Tips, competitions
and great product news from Expert Hardware.

Thank you for Downloading our eBook

DIY Summer Special
With Expert Hardware and Rustins
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